Dräger CO₂ - Soda lime cartridge
Regeneration System

The Dräger soda lime cartridge was developed for use with Dräger carbon dioxide scrubbers, e.g. A 2000 for submarine applications.
Benefits

**High absorption performance**

The cartridge has a high absorption performance for most climatic conditions possible on board, is made of impact-resistant PE and filled with the Dräger soda lime DiveSorb S™, which was developed especially for ambient air generation.

**Sealed quality**

A seal documents the originality of the Dräger cartridges. The cartridge also has a NATO stock number.

**Space saving storage**

Thanks to its rectangular shape, the cartridge can be very easily stored in the submarine or storage room, for instance on a pallet.

**Soda lime DrägerSorb**

The soda lime was specifically developed for the preparation of breathable air in closed rooms and it has the following features:

- high abrasion resistance
- big, active inner surface
- smooth filling of cartridges
- exceptional packing density